Effective Data Visualization for Education Improvement

with Dr. Stephanie Evergreen

In this workshop, you’ll learn how to cut through the massive wall of data we often see in educational environments and identify a curated, less intimidating subset of the data.

Then you’ll learn how to use pivot tables to transform that small subset of data into meaningful charts and graphs for exploration with your data teams. We will pull together several graphs into a static one-page handout and an interactive dashboard.

Attendees will be encouraged to use their own datasets during individual work time such that you’ll leave the workshop with high-quality data visualizations you can put to use right away for more meaningful conversations about school improvement. Data visualization can support equity of access and meaningful.

TRAINING DAYS

NEW DATE: March 13th - Sacramento, CA
March 14th - Sacramento, CA | March 16th - Temecula, CA

Questions? Contact us at: info@systemimprovement.org